# ACADEMIC CALENDAR

**2017-18**

*(Based on the Action Plan proposed by various departments)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| JUNE   | - SWACHH BHARATH ABIYAN  
         | - ACADEMIC AUDIT & RETREAT  
         | - DISTRIBUTION OF IFTAR KITS TO THE STUDENTS OF BPC COLLEGE WHO ARE TAKING THE RAMADAN FAST IN THE HOLY MONTH OF RAMADAN  
         | - UGC SPONSORED LECTURE SERIES ON “RIGHTS, MARGINALITY AND MEDIA” ON 29-06-17 |
| JULY   | - DENGUE AWARENESS RALLY  
         | - LECTURE ON ‘DOCUMENTARY MAKING’  
         | - PUBLICATION OF THE COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER KAZHCHA  
         | - INAUGURATION OF THE ONLINE NEWS PORTAL കേട്ടുകാർ റിയലി.COM  
         | - IT QUIZ FOR HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS  
         | - INTERNAL EXAMINATIONS |
| AUGUST | - MUSIC CLUB INAUGURATION  
         | - INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION  
         | - TREE PLANTATION AT PIRAVOM  
         | - COLLEGE UNION ELECTION  
         | - SWACHH BHARATH SHORT FILM  
         | - BPC COLLEGE NCC UNIT ONAM CELEBRATIONS  
         | - JAIVOM 2017 PROJECT BY NSS  
         | - INTERNATIONAL WHITE CANE DAY ON 30-08-2017  
         | - ONAM CELEBRATIONS ON  
         | - PATRON’S DAY CELEBRATIONS |
| SEPTEMBER | - ANTI DRUG AWARENESS RALLY  
              | - SWACHH BHARATH ABIYAN  
              | - INTERNAL EXAMINATIONS |
| OCTOBER | - MOCK VISITS TO ALL DEPARTMENT BY IQAC  
            | - UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS |
| NOVEMBER | • COLLEGE CHAPEL FESTIVAL  
• VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK  
• POSTER DESIGNING COMPETITION – ANTI-NARCOTICS CELL  
• AQUAPONICS UNIT IN THE COLLEGE PREMISES |
| DECEMBER | • CLEANLINESS PROGRAMME BY NSS VOLUNTEERS AT GOVT.  
AYURVEDA HOSPITAL, PALACHUVADU, PIRAVOM  
• ANTI-CORRUPTION DAY ON 08-12-2017  
• CAROL NIGHT (CHRISTMAS CHOIR)  
• CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS ON |
| JANUARY | • ONE DAY SEMINAR ON “CHALLENGES AND NEW AVENUES FOR QUALITY SUSTENANCE”  
• BAUL SONG PERFORMANCE (MONTAGE’ 18)  
• TWO DAY LECTURE SERIES- MEDIA: PRAXIS, ETHICS AND CHALLENGES  
• COLLEGE ARTS FEST |
| FEBRUARY | • MONTAGE 18’- ALL KERALA INTERCOLLEGIATE MEDIA AND CULTURAL FEST  
• STATE LEVEL SEMINAR ON GREEN TECHNOLOGIES FOR SUSTAINABLE FUTURE  
• FOUR DAY ERUDITE SCHOLAR-IN-RESIDENCE PROGRAMME AND NATIONAL SEMINAR BY THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH  
• STATE LEVEL IT FEST FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS |
| MARCH | • AWARENESS PROGRAMME ON “HEALTHY RELATIONS” BY WOMEN CELL  
• CAMPAIGNS ON CANCER AWARENESS  
• QUIZ COMPETITION – ANTI-NARCOTICS CELL  
• WORLD WATER DAY ON 22-03-2018  
• RECRUITMENT DRIVE BY CRYOPEDIA ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE DEVELOPERS  
• VISIT TO REHABILITATION HOME/DIFFERENTLY ABLED CHILDREN  
• INSTALL SOLAR STREET LIGHTS.  
• MERIT DAY PROGRAMME.  
• SPORTS DAY  
• FAREWELL TO FINAL YEARS  
• COLLEGE DAY |